where / ranges over all canonical products of finite order λ, with only negative zeros. Then the above problem reduces to get the exact value of h(λ). In this note we shall prove first the following THEOREM 1. // l^q^λ<q+l, then we obtain where From the definitions it is clear that Hence Theorem 1 is contained in the following THEOREM 
// l^q^λ<q+l f then
Recieved Mar. 1, 1973. Our proof of Theorem 2 depends on the construction of a canonical product f(z) of order λ satisfying On the other hand Shea conjectured [4] that for entire functions of order US log M/) and Williamson showed [5] that for canonical products with only negative zeros (1) is valid under suitable hypotheses. In this connection Williamson asked if canonical products f(re iθ ) of genus q^2 with only negative zeros asymptotically attain their maximum modulus for |0|^ττ/2. It will be shown here that this is not in general the case. In fact for a canonical product f(re w ) if we denote by S(a) a set of r such that the maximum modulus of f(z) on \z\=r only attains for \θ-π\<a, our third result is THEOREM 3. There exists a canonical product f(re iθ ) of genus q^X with only negative zeros such that for an arbitrarily given number ε>0 5(e) has upper density 1. Hence, by (1.7) and (1.9)-(1.11) (1.12) n(r)=n(r n )(-^-) 1+P (1+0(1) ) (n-oo)
for t n <r^r n . We now set
We deduce from (1.6) and (1.7) that if s n^r^rn ,
On the other hand, if s n g=r^r n , tSn{t n ) log t n i ) logί n (n-00) by (1.2) and (1.12).
Hence we obtain Finally we notice that both n(r) and N(r) have the same order λ.
Proof of Theorem Let g(^l) be an integer. Put

E(u, q)=(l-u) exp (W-^+ -+-^) .
Let λ(^ΐ) be a positive number and choose the integer q satisfying We consider the canonical product where Λ(q+ΐ)=2(2+\og(q+D) and \z\=r [2] . We now put />=2q in (1.4) and \z\-ΐ-r n in (2.2). To estimate the first integral part of (2.2) we set By (1.12) we find Suppose that rn / t (n-oo). =1!+^+/,, say.
Then, we have (2 5) in view of (1.1) and (1.8 We find next that, since the order of n(r) is λ, for all sufficiently large n Jβ. dt The assertion of Theorem 2 now follows from this inequality.
3. Proof of Theorem 3. We shall adopt the functions and the notations of Section 2. For m sufficiently large we consider R such that This completes the proof of Theorem 3. The author is grateful to Professor M. Ozawa for his remarks during the preparation of manuscript.
